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“Sweat more during peace: bleed less during war”
Sun Tzu
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The start…
Today’s news: (what did you miss…)
Covid 19 update: Globally, there have been 67 199 309
confirmed cases, 1 538 311 deaths, and 43 201 464
recoveries.

Brexit update: Competition rules for businesses is one of
the “critical” issues needing resolution in order to strike a future
trade deal between the UK and EU following the end of the
Brexit transition period, European Commission President
Ursula von der Leyen and UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson
said today.

Trump update: President Trump’s staunchest defenders on
Capitol Hill are urging him not to concede even after Presidentelect Joe Biden wins the Electoral College vote next week,
calling on their party’s leader to battle it out all the way to the
House floor in January amid his unsubstantiated claims of
widespread election fraud.

Biden update: President-elect Joe Biden has selected
retired General Lloyd Austin, the former commander of the US
Central Command, to be his secretary of defense. If confirmed
by the Senate, Austin would be the first Black man to lead the
Department of Defense.

Connections update: Today, both Connections OZ and
Connections NL are taking place! (Sorry, UK colleagues)
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Early morning
This Connections is different than before, but we really wanted to defeat the Corona-virus by proceeding
against all odds. A fully digital Connections NL 2020 was the result, risking (and experiencing) technical
challenges and the social distancing rules at our venue. Whatever the result, we have persevered!

Connection NL team members Ivo and Bas performing
a sound check.

Setting up the equipment in the ‘studio’. Why are these
lamps hanging in front of the screen?
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Program and interruptions!
As usual, the Connections program was varied and allowed for ample time for lunch and coffee breaks.
We had not anticipated the 30 minute break during the RAND presentation, when quite a few
participants dropped out.
09.30

Welcome and the Historic Perspective

10.00
Introduction on war gaming by RAND Europe
(includes short break)
12.00

One hour break for lunch and urgent phone calls

13.00

Demo / Presentation by Slitherine

14.00
Keynote on war gaming and strategy by Professor
Jan Oliver Schwarz
15.00

Half hour tea-break

15.30

War gaming by the RNL Marine Corps

16.00

Expert-panel discussion

17.15

Close
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Connections NL staged 6 meters below sea
level at an historic site in the Haarlemmermeer
polder
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RAND: gaming to analyse a fictional future threat
The RAND key note illustrated the potential of a variety of game types to analyse a fictional near future
threat. They helped the participants to better understand what the pros and cons are of the different
approaches. The scenario, a growing threat from Russia after an internal power struggle, provided a
relevant and possible context to apply these analysis methods.

Sarah and James were the RAND gaming
experts participating in Connections NL
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Ivo explaining the technical difficulties we experiencing during
the RAND presentation. We never knew if the participants
could see or hear him.
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Slitherine: “The Power of Board-games”
After lunch, and after solving most of the technical problems, Bart Schouten from Slitherine had the floor
and showed how his company, a wargame publisher primarily focussed on the hobby market, also
provides software and assistance for the professional military market.

Example of the games Slitherine offers to both hobby gamers
and the professional market
Recent addition to its portfolio is a DLC (add-on) for the
Armoured Brigade game with a Royal Netherlands Army
module: https://www.slitherine.com/game/armored-brigadenation-pack-czechoslovakia-netherlands
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The Connection NL team finishing lunch and monitoring
the presentation of Bart in the improvised ‘war-room’
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Key-note: Professor Jan Oliver Schwarz
Professor Schwarz explained why Business War Gaming is essential for the private sector, and argued
that businesses should do less modelling and simulation, in favour of war gaming. He presented several
gaming case studies and explored the inner workings of business war games with the participants.

One of the war gaming case studies, prof Schwarz
shared in his key note.
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The photo’s we could take from our key-note
presenters this year are rather disappointing.
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War Gaming in the RNL Marine Corps
LT Ruben (last name withheld for security reasons), introduced by Captain RNLN Niels Woudstra,
shared his experiences from a recent war game he organized in the Royal Netherlands Marine Corps.
He found that the Corps could benefit greatly by introducing more war games in the training curriculum.
He also noticed that war gaming “is fun”.

Captain Woudstra introduces LT Ruben, who shared his
recent experiences from a war game in the Royal
Netherlands Marine Corps
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Expert panel discussion
Corona caused one final change: we had to exchange the well liked game-carousel with an expert panel
discussion. Based on the amount of questions received, this turned out to be a good move!

Michiel Hijmans,
Cdre RNLN ret.

Natalia Wojtowicz,
Lecturer, Hague
University

Connections NL team member Hans
Steensma (front left), firing his questions at
the experts
1LT Ruben, Royal
Netherlands Marine
Corps
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After Action Review
While enjoying refreshments, the Connections NL team performed a hot wash up and started sharing
ideas for Connections 2021 immediately. The results of this sharing? We will let you know! In the
meantime, keep connecting and don’t stop war gaming!
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Our thanks to:
Many thanks to our main sponsors Saganet and KVMO, and all others who were key in making
Connections NL 2020 possible. Also thanks to our presenters and participants for their endurance; hope
to see you at Connections 2021!
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Final Remarks:
Please find the contributions of our key note speakers on the Connections NL Homepage:
https://www.connections-netherlands.nl/seminars-2014-2020/connections-defensie-2020/
Use ‘contact’ from the menu if you want to share your ideas, suggestions and remarks with us.
Amazing ideas for Connections NL 2021 or an overwhelming urge to contribute?
Please contact us through the ‘contact’ page!
There are more things between heaven and earth than Connections. Check out the UK Fight Club
initiative. You can contact them on their twitter account.

https://twitter.com/UKFightClub1
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